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Abstract  

Model-Based Verification (MBV) involves building and analyzing formal models of a system 
as an approach to identifying and guiding the correction of defects in software engineering 
artifacts. This report summarizes MBV and outlines the responsibilities of engineers engaged 
in Model-Based Verification. Each of the practices is described together with an initial set of 
guideline documents. These descriptions include procedural information, technical founda-
tions for the practice, and engineering techniques for an MBV practitioner. 
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1 Introduction 

Model-Based Verification (MBV) is a systematic approach to finding defects (errors) in soft-
ware requirements, designs, or code. The approach judiciously incorporates mathematical 
formalism, usually in the form of state machine models,1 to provide a disciplined and logical 
analysis practice for reviewing software artifacts [Gluch 98]. MBV involves creating simpli-
fied formal models (essential models) of system behavior and analyzing these models (using 
automated tools) against formal representations of expected properties. 

 
Figure 1: Model-Based Verification Processes and Artifacts2 

 

                                                 
1  While there is a variety of modeling formalisms that are used, the focus of the initial work in 

model-based verification is finite state machines.  Other modeling techniques can be used, for ex-
ample, the formal approach of the Alloy tool [Jackson 00]. 

2  The solid arrows in Figure 1 portray the flow of activities. The arrow into Build and the arrows con-
necting Build and Analyze indicate that Build occurs first but may occur repeatedly after Analyze.  
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The artifacts and the key processes used in Model-Based Verification are shown in Figure 1. 
These can be divided into two distinct categories of activities: 

1. Project-level (team) activities 

2. Engineering-level (individual) activities 

Project-level activities involve both programmatic and technical decisions and engage multi-
ple members of a project team in important MBV technical and process decisions. These de-
cisions relate to defining the scope of the effort (how much of the system is to be modeled 
and analyzed), the formalism and other techniques to be employed, and the perspective (what 
aspects of the system are to be considered) of the modeling effort. 

Most project-level activities are conducted when Model-Based Verification gets started for a 
particular project. There are also continuing activities that control the process and update 
various artifacts throughout all aspects of Model-Based Verification. Generally, these involve 
interactions and iterations among the project-level and engineering activities. These ongoing 
activities are shown as the solid arrow extending to the right within the project-level activities 
of Figure 1. To make the diagram easier to understand, all of the interactions among of the 
various activities are not shown explicitly. 

Individual engineers rather than teams carry out the remaining activities shown in Figure 1. 
Model building and analysis are the core parts of Model-Based Verification practices. These 
two activities are performed using an iterative and incremental approach, where a small 
amount of modeling is accompanied by a small amount of analysis. A parallel documentation 
activity3 gathers detailed information on errors and potential corrective actions. 

Essential models are simplified formal representations that capture the essence of a system, 

rather than provide an exhaustive, detailed description of it. Through the selection of only 

critical (important or risky) parts of the system as captured in appropriately abstracted scope 

and perspectives, a reviewer using model-based techniques focuses the analysis on the most 

challenging and problematic aspects of the system. Because of the discipline and rigor re-

quired to create a formal model, simply building the model, in and of itself, uncovers errors.  

Once a formal model is built, it is analyzed (checked) using automated model checking tools. 

Model checking has been shown to uncover the especially difficult-to-identify errors—the kind 

of errors that result from the complexity associated with multiple interacting and interdependent 

components. 

While engineers are generally responsible for completing the above tasks, it is often helpful 

                                                 
3  In earlier descriptions of Model-Based Verification, the Document activity (shown in Figure 1) 

was referred to as the Compile activity. This is only a change in the name not in the makeup of the 
activity. 
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for them to collaborate with other experts. This is especially true during the analysis phase where 

additional domain expertise can help to guide and facilitate the effort. Throughout all MBV 

activities, engineers document (log) the defects identified and the results of their analyses. 

A variety of formal modeling and analysis techniques are employed within model-based veri-
fication [Gluch 98, Clarke 96]. A specific project decision on a technique(s) involves an en-
gineering tradeoff. The considerations involved in these tradeoff decisions include the criti-
cality of and the business issues associated with the system being analyzed (e.g., risks, safety 
issues, importance, and cost considerations) and the technological foundation of the critical 
aspects of that system. For the purposes of this report we focus on techniques that involve the 
use of state-machine-based models and the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) tool [McMillan 
92]. 

Model-Based Verification practices must be integrated into an organization’s routine verifica-
tion and validation processes. For example, defect identification results must be provided to 
the personnel in the organization that can address them. The approach to the integration of 
MBV practices will vary, depending upon the organization and project involved. What is im-
portant in this integration is ensuring that the principles of MBV are maintained throughout 
the integration activities as well as within the MBV team and engineering activities. Sugges-
tions on this integration have been provided by Gluch [Gluch 99]. 

The specific techniques and engineering practices of applying Model-Based Verification have 
yet to be fully explored and documented. In addition, we have identified a number of barriers 
to the adoption of Model-Based Verification, including the lack of tool support, expertise in 
organizations, training materials, and process support for formal modeling and analysis.  

This report is a step in documenting MBV practices and overcoming barriers to their 

adoption. It describes the activities and summarizes the techniques involved in the practice of 

MBV and provides general guidance in the use of these practices and techniques for the 

analysis of software-based systems. The intended readers are technical managers and soft-

ware engineers who are planning to use MBV. Over time, an organization or program will 

most likely develop its own specialized guidelines and repositories of models, model 

components, and claims. 

This report is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss project-level activities in 

more detail, especially determining scope, formalism, and perspective. Subsequent sections 

discuss different aspects of the engineering-level activities, including creating abstract mod-

els, determining expected properties, generating claims, and analyzing results. The appendix 

of this report describes the artifacts involved in the practice. 
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2 Project-Level Activities 

Project-level activities focus on Model-Based Verification efforts. These are team activities 
that require the involvement of personnel who bring varied insights of the system into the 
activity. The expertise and interests of this group should span user needs, customer perspec-
tives, and the diverse application and technical problems associated with the system’s devel-
opment, implementation, use, and maintenance. The principal outcome of the project-level 
activity is a statement of scope, formalism, and perspective (SFP). The SFP is used to focus 
and guide the modeling and analysis activities. The decisions needed to generate this state-
ment are driven by considerations of what is critical (important or risky) relating to technical, 
programmatic, organizational, and business issues. 

2.1 Project-Level Artifacts 

The artifacts associated with project-level activities are shown in Figure 2. These include the 

• Specification for Review – This represents all of the artifacts that will be scrutinized in 
the verification activities. This set consists of the specification that is being analyzed and 
associated supporting documentation. For example, a software requirements specification 
may reference an interface control document for a detailed description of a data item. In 
this case the referenced interface control document is needed to understand and analyze 
the specification. 

• Domain Knowledge Repository – The domain knowledge repository encompasses the 
documents that provide additional information to engineers about the domain of the sys-
tem being analyzed. This collection may include user documentation, requirements speci-
fication, and artifacts developed by the engineers who are modeling and analyzing the 
system. The documents generated help engineers to gain understanding and insight into 
the system. Such a document might be a glossary of key terms and acronyms. 

• Guidelines for Defining the Scope, Formalism, and Perspective – These guidelines pro-
vide support for the project activity of identifying and capturing the critical (important or 
risky) aspects of the system and its development, ultimately resulting in the statement of 
scope, formalism, and perspective. The initial version of these guidelines is presented in a 
report by Gluch [Gluch 01].  

• Statement of Scope, Formalism and Perspective – This is the principal output of the pro-
ject-level activities that focuses and guides the modeling and analysis efforts. It is a de-
scription of what area/subsection(s) is to be modeled, what tool(s) and formal languages 
are to be used for the modeling, and what aspect of the system’s behavior is to be investi-
gated (e.g., fault tolerance, safety, communications).  
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Figure 2: Project-Level Activities and Artifacts 
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Critical aspects of the system are used as the basis for these tradeoff decisions. The amount of 
risk involved, as well as the importance of relevant requirements, helps to define which as-
pects are critical. The choice of these critical aspects requires substantial domain knowledge, 
and often knowledge about the relevant implementation details of the system. To be effective 
in these decision processes, it is imperative that the team defining the plan has a broad under-
standing of the system’s requirements, design, and environment. If this is not the case, an in-
dividual with this knowledge should be included in the planning activities. 

2.2.1 Scope 
Scope delineates what parts of the system will or will not be verified. The scope can be 

physical (a particular subsystem) or logical (a module or sequence). In some situations, it is 

useful to use different approaches to verify different parts of the system; this would 

correspond to a number of scopes associated with potentially different perspectives and 

formalisms. Some examples of scope include: 

•  a vital system component 

•  the communications subsystem 

•  a set of concurrent processes 

•  switching logic  

Scope is mainly concerned with the decomposition of a large problem (the system) into more 

manageable subproblems. This is extremely important to make MBV viable, as current prac-

tices do not scale well and can cope only with limited size problems. After model checking 

different parts of the system, it may be impossible to use compositional reasoning techniques 

to infer global properties of the entire system [Berezin 98].  

2.2.2 Formalism 

Formalism defines the modeling technique that will be used to verify the system. Most of the 

work in Model-Based Verification to date has focused on the use of state machine analysis. 

There are other approaches that can be used. These include approaches that analyze the tim-

ing and scheduling aspects like Rate Monotonic Analysis (RMA) and those that are more 

object-like and facilitate the analysis of systems with complex relational structures (e.g., Al-

loy) [Jackson 00]. In MBV, some formalisms are better suited for a particular situation than 

others. If, for example, the temporal characteristics of a real-time system are being verified, a 

modeling formalism that supports temporal concepts is needed.  

Knowledge of the various modeling techniques and their capabilities is vital to making the 

right choice. In general, decisions on specific modeling techniques should consider the char-

acteristics of the system being modeled, the efficacy of the modeling technique when applied 

to those characteristics, the complexity of the model being generated, and the risks associated 
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with the system. In particular, the risks can help to determine the level of formality at which a 

system should be analyzed (e.g., a highly formalized model would be appropriate for a 

safety-critical system). High assurance often implies high cost, however, and these types of 

tradeoffs should be considered when choosing a modeling technique [Gluch 98].  

Regardless of the choice of formalism, tools are required to support the modeling and analy-

sis efforts. As we noted earlier, in this report we focus on the use of state machine-based 

techniques and tools. Most of the currently available state machine analysis tools are the re-

sult of research efforts. They require significant expertise on the part of users. However, 

commercial tools for software model checking are beginning to emerge. These are normally 

more robust and easier to use. For example, I-Logix has released a version of Statemate 
Magnum  that includes state machine model checking capabilities [I-Logix]. Other state ma-

chine-based tools that can support MBV include the following: Carnegie Mellon University’s 

version of SMV [McMillan 92], Cadence version of SMV [McMillan 99a], NuSMV 

[NuSMV], and Bell Labs’ Simple PROMELA (Process Meta Language) Indentifier (SPIN ) 

[Holzmann 91]. 

2.2.3  Perspective 

While scope defines the areas of focus for MBV, perspective states what is interesting about 

those areas. Normally, it is impractical to model the general behavior of a component as this 

behavior is often defined by an excessive number of states. We recommend a more specific 

view of the system component. For example, we can focus our effort on studying the control 

flow or the initialization sequence. The following is a list of possible perspectives for a par-

ticular component: 

• communications 

• flow of control 

• redundancy management 

• coherency  

• emergency procedures/failure modes 

• initialization processes 

• time-out responses 

• message sequencing 

Scope can be characterized as a decomposition mechanism, while perspective can be seen as 

defining a focus for abstraction. Deciding what to consider about a particular component is 

                                                 
  Statemate Magnum is a trademark of I-Logix. 
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equivalent to deciding what to ignore. When we decide on a perspective, we are abstracting 

away all the characteristics and behaviors not related to that perspective.  

The perspective not only guides the model-building activity but also the expected property- 

generation activity. Expected properties are natural-language statements about the desired 

behavior of a system: behavior that is consistent with user expectations. Expected properties 

are formalized as claims and are checked against system models. Both general and focused 

expected properties and their associated formal representations are used to gain confidence in 

critical aspects of the system. Thus, the perspective provides the view for building models as 

well as the focus for analysis activities. 

Together, the scope and perspective can be used to make the verification process incremental. 

Initially, a small component (scope) can be verified from a single perspective. Later, more 

components can be added or more perspectives can be considered. This incremental approach 

can be followed until satisfactory coverage of the system is reached.  

2.3 Team Processes 
Making decisions about the scope, formalism, and perspective as a team exercise is impor-

tant, as different people have different insights into the problem. The process of obtaining a 

consensus helps to guarantee that every important factor has been considered. Additionally, 

the people who are involved in such a decision may become more committed to implement-

ing the decision that is eventually made. Commitment is especially important if those who 

decide on the scope, formalism, and perspective will also be conducting the MBV activities 

(which is something that we strongly recommend). 

The literature listed in the References section discusses several group decision-making tech-

niques including Delphi [Linstone 75] and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [Saaty 

80]. These techniques are extensively documented, so we are not going to cover them in this 

report. In fact, the particular technique is not as important as ensuring that the following 

goals are achieved in the decision-making process:  

• The decision must incorporate input from every member of the team. This goal may be 
threatened by the presence of members with strong personalities and a vested interest in 
making their opinion prevail over their peers’.  

• The team interaction must ensure that the group is more than the sum of its members. 
The team leader has to foster an environment in which there are no “wrong” inputs and 
every comment initiates constructive discussion.  
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• Every assumption has to be validated by the team as a whole. Often, this will reveal any 
weaknesses and shortcomings in people’s assumptions. Team members must be critical 
and refuse to accept anything a priori.  

• The final decision must be fully endorsed by every member of the team. 

In order to achieve these goals, the team requires members with a diverse set of backgrounds 

including a good facilitator, system and domain experts, MBV practitioners, and quality 

assurance advocates.  

2.4 Programmatic and Technical Considerations 
This section discusses some of the programmatic and technical factors associated with estab-

lishing a focus for MBV. We define programmatic factors loosely as those that are interesting 

from a management point of view and take into consideration nontechnical issues. Among 

these are economical analyses involving budget, schedule, and Return of Investment (ROI) 

assessments.  

Every quality assurance (QA) technique involves discovering defects and removing them at a 

cost. Of all the QA activities, software inspections have proven to be one of the most cost-

effective techniques, because the early detection of defects results in a large savings [Ebenau 

94, Fagan 76]. The cost of fixing defects increases geometrically with the project phase 

[Basili 01]. MBV is a systematic and formal enhancement to inspections. Although more ex-

pensive than traditional reading-based inspections, MBV is capable of finding subtle defects 

that are difficult and costly to repair when uncovered later. This is especially true for the 

complex structural and logic aspects of the system, where effective manual inspection is ex-

tremely difficult.  

The extent of the usage of Model-Based Verification within a project should be assessed 

based upon the potential value that it can provide. An analysis of value can help to determine 

the areas and aspects of the system in which it makes economical sense to conduct MBV. It 

can also help determine the extent and level of formalism at which MBV should be applied.  

While a complete set of important factors to consider is yet to be defined some examples in-

clude 

• costs associated with applying MBV 

• number, criticality, and complexity of those defects likely to be found by MBV that might 
not be found in a traditional inspection 
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• side benefits derived from MBV including a better understanding of the system behavior, 
models that can be used later, and claims about global invariants that typically are not 
written in specifications but are critical when making later changes to systems.  

• cost of failure due to a defect that was not found in time 
  

Technical factors, on the other hand, are the day-to-day concern of engineers. These factors 

cover the viability of the system in terms of its quality attributes including correctness, per-

formance, reliability, and others. Engineers should determine what is critical (important or 

risky) for the system operation or development. The following are a few examples of charac-

teristics that may make a system more problematic to develop:  

• unprecedented systems or parts of systems 

• dynamic resource sharing 

• redundancy for high reliability 

• complex concurrency or distributed functions 

The careful consideration of both the critical programmatic and technical aspects will in-

crease the chances of selecting a scope, formalism, and perspective that leverages the capa-

bilities of MBV and makes sensible use of available resources.  

2.5 Fine-Tuning Scope, Formalism, and Perspective 

Regardless of the methods used to decide on the scope, formalism, and perspective, the deci-
sion must be revisited throughout the course of verification and development. Every software 
project has peculiarities that make it impossible to predetermine the optimal combination of 
scope, formalism, and perspective. As the verification effort progresses, practitioners will get 
a better sense of what areas are benefiting most from the modeling activities. The team will 
discover areas with poor quality or unexpected complexity and find out which formalism fits 
best, considering the current system and the level of effort required.  

The system environment will surely evolve, and this evolution will make many of the ele-
ments of the scope, formalism, and perspective obsolete after a while. This dynamic nature of 
the system makes a tight collaboration between the MBV reviewers and the system ana-
lysts/developers critical to an MBV effort. A good way of ensuring this tight collaboration is 
to present the results from the model checking effort to the development team. This presenta-
tion will validate the defects found, in addition to providing valuable feedback for refining 
the scope, formalism, and perspective statement. 
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2.6 Completing the Team Activities 

When a focus is defined, the work of building and analyzing models and documenting de-
fects can begin. In order to accomplish this, organizational issues must be addressed. These 
include assigning responsibilities to individual engineers, based upon the partitioning that is 
established by the statement of scope, formalism, and perspective. These assignments can be 
made using the project’s established processes. 

An important element that must be considered in coordinating MBV activities is to recognize 
that as new insight is gained into the system there will be a need to modify, extend, or refocus 
these activities. There must be a process to enable these changes to be incorporated into the 
overall effort, including formally modifying documents and changing the assignments and 
responsibilities of the team members.  
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3 MBV Engineering Activities 

Model-Based Verification engineering activities involve building and analyzing abstract for-
mal models of the essential properties of a system. These essential models capture what is 
important or risky for the system and are developed based upon the statement of scope, for-
malism, and perspective. As shown in Figure 3, the three principal engineering activities of 
the Model-Based Verification paradigm are as follows: 

1. Build: systematically build essential models 

2. Analyze: analyze and interpret the essential models by generating formal representations 
of expected properties and behaviors, analyzing both the models and the properties, and 
interpreting the results. Generally this will involve the use of automated model checking 
techniques and tools. Interpreting the results will help to gain insight into defects and to 
aid in identifying corrective actions.  

3. Document: gather detailed information on errors and potential corrective actions 

Figure 3: The Engineering Activities of Model-Based Verification 

The artifacts associated with these activities can be divided into an input and output group. 
The input artifacts consist of the specification being reviewed; the statement of scope, 
formalism, and perspective that was developed in the project-level activities; and reference 
material and guidelines that support the activities. The output artifacts are the products of the 
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engineering activities. They are summarized in the next section. A complete description of all 
of the artifacts involved in Model-Based Verification practices is included in the Appendix of 
this document, MBV Artifacts. 

3.1 Output Artifacts of the Engineering Activities  

As shown in Figure 3, a number of artifacts are created during model building and analysis 
activities. The output artifacts are summarized below. 

• Essential models are abstracted representations of the system being analyzed. These in-
clude representations that are written in technique-specific languages (e.g., graphical 
state diagrams and statecharts). Essential models are the outcomes of the Build activity. 

• Formal models are translations of essential models into model checking tool-specific lan-
guages. Translated models are not always required. A translated representation is only 
needed if the initial form of the essential models is not in the appropriate tool-specific 
language or additional model checking tools are being used for the analysis.  

• Expected Properties are natural language statements that represent the desired behavior 
of the system. These are the outcomes of the initial steps in analyzing essential models. 

• Claims are formal statements of the expected properties of the system. These are often 
expressed as temporal logic formulae (e.g., for the Symbolic Model Verifier Computation 
Tree Logic notation is used). 

• Analysis Results are the outputs of automated model checking tools and their assessment 
and potential guidance for correcting defects. Model checking tools generate output that 
confirms the validity of expected properties for the model and in many cases identifies 
counterexamples of properties that are not confirmed. 

• Defect Logs are itemized compilations of the defects identified in the system while build-
ing and analyzing essential models of the system. Defect logs are the outcomes of the 
document activity throughout all phases of Model-Based Verification engineering activi-
ties. 

• Modified Statement of Scope, Formalism and Perspective results from building and ana-
lyzing models. Through these activities greater insight and enhanced knowledge of the 
system are developed. Often this insight identifies additional parts (scope) or aspects of 
the system (perspective) that should be analyzed in greater detail. These additional inves-
tigations may require alternative modeling and analysis approaches (formalism). The 
statement of scope, formalism, and perspective is updated to reflect these changes. 

3.2 Guidelines for Engineering Activities 

There are guidelines that support the engineer in building and creating models. They include 
the following. 

• Model Building Guidelines help software engineers in the modeling activity. They ad-
dress the use of abstraction techniques in developing essential models of the system, pro-
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viding guidance to engineers in the creation of accurate and readily analyzable represen-
tations of the system. A preliminary version of these guidelines is presented by Hudak 
[Hudak 02]. 

• Expected Properties Guidelines facilitate the generation of expected properties in the 
context of Model-Based Verification. Expected properties are used as the basis for formal 
claims into the models of the system. These guidelines are presented by Gluch [Gluch 
02]. 

• Claims Guidelines facilitate the claim generation processes by relying on a template-
based approach for expressing expected properties in a formal language. They include a 
set of templates for the most frequent expected properties found in system specifications. 
These guidelines are presented by Comella-Dorda and are available in the MBV assistant 
tool [Comella-Dorda 01]. 

• Analysis Guidelines provide support and guidance to an engineer during the analysis ac-
tivity, including the interpretation of results produced by model checking tools. They ad-
dress the problems related to interpreting results and provide strategies to overcome state 
explosion, analyze results, and provide feedback to the system designers and developers. 
These guidelines are presented by Lewis [Lewis 01]. 

3.3 Build 

The purpose of the Build activity is to create one or more essential models of the system un-
der analysis. As shown in Figure 4, the Build activity involves three iterative steps: 

• Prepare 

• Build and Refine 

• Translate into Formal Models  

The arrows in Figure 4 represent activity control flow. The rounded rectangles represent ac-
tivities and the steps within activities. 
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Figure 4: Steps within the Build Activity 
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The steps within Build are centered on the creation of essential models of the system that are 
amenable to analysis. The Prepare step is a set of activities that lays the foundation for subse-
quent steps. The activities include accessing support information and consulting colleagues 
regarding the system being analyzed, specific modeling strategies, and related technical is-
sues. The heart of the Build activity is the Build and Refine step. It encompasses the activities 
that are required to create and document essential models. In the translation step, models are 
prepared for automated analysis. Depending upon the specific analysis tool and the original 
formalism used for the model, this may be a very simple step4 or may involve a detailed 
translation of the model into the formal language required by the analysis tool. More details 
on implementing a specific build process with examples have been provided by Hudak [Hu-
dak 02]. 

3.3.1 Essential Models 

The principal goal of the Build activity is to develop essential models of the system using 
abstraction techniques. Abstraction is a process of focusing on the important details and ig-
noring, or abstracting away, details that are less important. Essential models are important to 
the practice of MBV because they make it possible to apply formal techniques with reason-
able effort. Essential models reduce the complexity of the system being modeled. This re-
duced complexity requires fewer resources (human and machine) to verify claims about the 
system than are required for analyzing a completely detailed system model. 

While abstract representations are used throughout a development effort, the focus on simpli-
fication required for building essential models contrasts with the extensive detail that is 
needed in the development of requirements, design specifications, or code. In the develop-
ment of a system, details and redundancy of representations can be useful, especially if they 
involve different perspectives. In abstracting essential models however, the detailed represen-
tations created in the development process must be streamlined into concise, accurate, and 
simple representations. These are less complex models that faithfully represent a system’s 
properties and behavior at some level of abstraction. In many ways this is the reverse process 
of development. Essential modeling can be viewed as distilling a system down to its most 
important, or core, elements rather than refining the details of its implementation.  

3.3.2 Prepare 

The first step in Build is to prepare for modeling and analysis. This step is often revisited 
throughout the process. This preparation involves achieving a working understanding of the 
system and of what is needed in the Build and analysis activities.  

Such preparation may involve  

                                                 
4   For example, if the I-Logix Statemate tool is used to develop statechart models of the system, no 

translation is required.  The Statemate tool supports model checking of statecharts [I-Logix]. 
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• reviews of the entire specification being analyzed.  These reviews can help to provide 
details on the specific aspects of the portions of the system to be modeled as well as a 
context for the modeling. 

• review of the statement of scope, formalism, and perspective.  This review will help to 
clarify and focus the modeling and analysis efforts. 

• dialogues with personnel who have significant knowledge of the specification.  These 
communications will help broaden an engineer’s awareness and understanding of the sys-
tem. 

• reviews of summaries of the system.  These will help to provide a broadened system con-
text for the engineers in their modeling and analysis efforts. 

• reviews of related engineering documentation.  This will help to provide engineers with a 
better understanding of the system and its context. 

• production of supplementary representation (e.g., drawings showing interrelations, hier-
archy, communications, messages, etc.).  These efforts will help to clarify an engineer’s 
understanding of the system and of the specific aspects being investigated. 

Building and analyzing models in Model-Based Verification is an iterative process. As shown 
in Figure 4, Build activities are repeated iteratively throughout the modeling and analysis 
process. While at each iteration the amount of time and effort devoted to these activities will 
decrease, an iterative return to the Prepare step is important to help ensure a complete and 
correct understanding of the system. This is especially important as new areas of investiga-
tion are pursued. In this case, iteration in the Prepare step may include reviewing additional 
documentation to better understand or clarify a new area or problem. 

3.3.3 Build and Refine  

The core iterative cycles within and between Build and Analyze involve the Build and Refine 
step. In these iterations incremental versions of a model are developed, assessed, and refined 
using feedback from critiques and from more formalized analysis activities within the Model-
Based Verification process.  

In the Build portion of the Build and Refine step, each increment of the complete model is 
created. In this activity, state diagrams, statecharts, and related representations are developed. 
Initially, a small portion of the total model is created. Within subsequent iterations, additional 
details are added and changes are made to the model as part of the refine portion of the Build 
and Refine step. The statement of scope, formalism, and perspective and the results of cri-
tiques and analyses guide this incremental evolution of the model. 

Critiquing processes within the Build and Refine step are conducted by individual engineers 
evaluating their own models or by peers through informal ‘reviews’ of the models. The more 
formalized assessments associated with these iterations involve applying MBV analysis 
methods to intermediate versions of the models. This requires the translation of a partial 
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model into a form amenable to automated model checking, the creation of basic claims, and 
the checking of the model against these claims. The basic claims are aimed at ensuring that 
the model is correctly implemented and internally consistent. For example, a basic claim may 
be one to ensure that all of the states are reachable in the state machine model.  

Abstraction is a key element in the Build activity. Through abstraction some elements of a 
system are included while others are ignored in mapping design characteristics into abstract 
formal representations. The perspective guides the choices on what and what not to include. 
There is a variety of techniques that can be employed including elimination, reduction, enu-
meration, decomposition, non-determinism, and grouping. More details on the abstraction 
processes and techniques are described by Hudak [Hudak 02]. 

Throughout the Build and Analyze activities, the distinction between building and refining 
models is not crisp. For example, a change may be made to the model to fix a small error 
(Refine), enabling the continued assessment of the model. In other cases, the cumulative re-
sults of the critique and assessment activities are incorporated into an incremental build of an 
additional (new) model.  

The need for refinement becomes apparent as the process progresses and may include 
changes made to increase  

• correctness of the model.  This involves determining whether a model conforms to the 
modeling techniques and accurately represents the system as intended. It requires increas-
ingly detailed assessments of the model during the Build and Refine cycle. These include 
individual critiques by engineers of their models as well as the use of basic automated 
checks. For example, these simple checks may include syntax checks as well as the exe-
cution of simple claims.  

• completeness of the model.  As a model evolves through successive iterations, a determi-
nation of the completeness of the model is needed. This is an engineering judgment based 
upon assessing the model relative to the statement of scope, formalism, and perspective. 
Considerations include questions such as: Does the model cover the parts of the system 
required by the scope? Is the model sufficiently detailed to address the issues described in 
the perspective statement? 

• understandability and verifiability of the model.  This is a consideration of whether the 
model’s structure is readable and readily understood by other engineers, conforms to the 
restrictions of a particular model analysis approach, and is a tractable abstract representa-
tion for automated analysis. For example, it is important that no extraneous variables be 
included. Extraneous variables make the model harder to understand and increase the 
possibility that the model is too large for completing an automated analysis in a reason-
able time frame. 
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3.3.4 Translate 

Depending upon the choice of formalism and associated tools, the initial (primary) representa-
tions for models may require translation into a language that can be used for automated model 
checking. This translation may be done in parallel with the modeling effort or may be com-
pleted as part of a translation sequence, converting the primary model into a formal model.  

For example, to use the SMV tool for model checking statecharts5, the statecharts must be trans-
lated into the input language of the tool. Similarly, if both the SMV and SPIN model checkers 
are being used, an initial SMV representation must be translated into the SPIN input language, 
PROMELA. These models may be created within the Build activity or may be generated by 
translating the models developed in the Build activity into a tool-specific formal language. With 
the evolution of software development tools that support model analyses, this process can be 
substantially simplified. Support for the translation may range from tool-assisted translation to 
the capability for statechart model checking (e.g., the Statemate Magnum tool).  

3.4 Analyze 

As shown in Figure 5, analyzing an essential model involves generating expected proper-
ties and behaviors of a system, conducting a systematic analysis (assessment) of its behav-
ior relative to the expected properties, and then interpreting the results. The solid arrows in 
Figure 5 represent activity control flow and sequencing. The rounded rectangles represent 
activities and steps within activities.  

BUILD

DOCUMENT

Interpret
Results

Conduct
Analyses

ANALYZE

Generate
Expected
Properties

 

Figure 5: The Analyze Activity 

                                                 
5  Statecharts are often chosen because of their ease of use and the availability of commercial tools 

to support their development. 
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3.4.1 Generate Expected Properties 

We have already noted that expected properties are natural language statements about the de-
sired system behavior. As an example of an expected property, consider a system that in-
volves the sharing of resources among different functional components. A requirement may 
be that only one of these components at a time should access a given resource. A design ap-
proach may be to use an algorithm that defines how processes should coordinate their access 
to a shared resource. In a Model-Based Verification analysis of the design, a model captures 
the states and state transitions implied by the algorithm. But nowhere in the model is there an 
explicit statement that (1) only one process should have access to a shared resource at a time 
(mutual exclusion) or that (2) all processes that desire access will eventually will get access 
to a shared resource (fairness). Nevertheless, mutual exclusion and fairness are required (i.e., 
expected) properties of such a system. The model should demonstrate them in its portrayal of 
the system’s behavior.  

3.4.1.1 Sources 

Expected properties are derived from a variety of artifacts including system requirements, 
design specifications or code, and user documentation. In addition, it is important to ensure 
that a variety of views and stakeholders are represented. This can include interviews or the 
direct participation of users, customers, or domain engineers. A systematic approach similar 
to requirements elicitation is required. Both requirements elicitation and expected property 
generation involve multiple stakeholders, can be facilitated by team processes (consensus-
based practices), and are directed towards getting the key aspects of the system identified. 
These similarities are shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Requirements and Expected Properties Elicitation Processes 

The following are potential sources for expected properties. 

• Requirements documents: If the project has followed sound engineering practices, re-
quirements should be the most reliable source of expected properties, as they are the con-
sensus of what the system is supposed to do. One important value of generating expected 
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properties from requirements specifications is that it can uncover requirements that are 
not stated appropriately, are implied, or are omitted.  

• Stakeholders: An excellent source of information about what the system is supposed to 
do is the collective knowledge of stakeholders including users, customers, and operations 
and maintenance personnel. Members of these groups can provide first-hand insight into 
behavioral aspects of systems. If sound engineering practices were used in the original 
development effort, all of these groups would have had a role in defining the require-
ments documentation. 

• Domain experts and quality assurance personnel: We have grouped in this category 
sources that are not specific to the system. There are expected properties common to in-
dividual application domains. For example, every entry in the assets column of a balance 
sheet should be followed by an entry in the liabilities column. Other expected properties 
represent quality attributes common to any software system. For example, all internal er-
rors should produce some defined and identifiable external manifestation. 

• Developers and implementation technology experts: In theory, technical details of the 
implementation are not needed to define the expected properties of the system. In prac-
tice, however, an understanding of the internals of a potential or actual implementation of 
the system can be useful in generating expected properties that express invariants that are 
to be maintained across the design and implementation.  

• MBV experts: The activity of translating specifications into models can result in errors. 
Even if these errors do not affect the quality of the system, they do hamper the ability of 
models to faithfully reflect the behavior of the system. There are expected properties that 
address the correctness of the models in contrast to the correctness of the system. For ex-
ample, every state in a state machine should be reachable under some sequence of valid 
input. If a state is not reachable, it is cluttering the model without reflecting any feasible 
system behavior. MBV experts are software engineers who are trained and experienced in 
applying Model-Based Verification techniques in a variety of application domains. They 
can help to craft expected properties that are more readily expressed as formal state-
ments, thereby facilitating and reducing errors in the translation of expected properties 
into claims. 

• Standards: There are expected properties induced by the standards with which the system 
must comply. For example, if the system uses CORBA Messaging 2.4.2 with order policy 
set up to ORDER_TEMPORAL, the messages from the client should be guaranteed to be 
processed in the same order in which they were sent.  

3.4.1.2 Classifications 

When trying to classify expected properties, it is useful to focus on the range in which the 
property (and the claim) applies. According to this classification, we identify the following 
types of expected properties.  

• invariants (global and local) – conditions that remain unchanged throughout (globally) or 
conditions that remain unchanged in a particular portion or under specific circumstances 
(locally). 
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• assertions – conditions that apply at a single point in an execution6 

• pre- and post- conditions – condition pairs that apply before and after something occurs 
in a system. These can be viewed as assertion pairs. 

• constraints – statements that apply within and across all or a subset of changes that occur 
in the system7 

Invariants, assertions, pre- and post-conditions, and constraints are propositions; they are ei-
ther true or false when applied to a model. Thinking about the system’s behavioral character-
istics in the context of propositional forms can help in phrasing natural language statements 
that are more amenable to direct translation into a formal representation. For example, in a 
system that controls several traffic lights, it is clear that at each intersection, conflicting traf-
fic flows should not be allowed. In thinking about what should not happen with respect to 
this property, an invariant can be identified: “In any intersection in the system, it will never 
be the case that the north-south traffic light and the east-west traffic light are both simultane-
ously green.” This is readily expressed as a formal claim in Computation Tree Logic: AG 
!(N_S = green & E-W = green).8  

This classification and the process of generating expected properties are influenced, in part, 
by the realization that the natural language statements must be translated into formal repre-
sentations. Consequently, while the generation process should rely on the guidelines outlined 
earlier, using the four classifications defined above during the identification process can help 
to tailor the expression of expected properties into forms that are more readily translated into 
formal expressions.  

3.4.1.3 Claims 

To be used in automated model checking, the natural language statements of expected proper-
ties must be expressed as formal statements claims. The various translations among re-

quirements and claims are shown in Figure 7. There are three basic paths to formal claims: 
direct expression in a formal language, natural language statements translated into a formal 
language, and natural language statements first expressed in a structured limited vocabulary 
natural language and then translated into a formal language. 

In most cases natural language statements of expected properties are generated first. Software 
engineers who are experts in the relevant formal language translate these statements into for-
mal expressions for model checking [Comella-Dorda 01]. This translation is often not a one-

                                                 
6  A local invariant may span more than one state or point of execution (e.g., a loop invariant in a 

program). Invariants express properties that don’t change no matter what actions occur, and asser-
tions express only what is true at a single point in an execution. 

7  An example of a constraint is that no change in the value of a pressure parameter will exceed 5 
psi.  These contrast with statements about the conditions of a system (e.g., invariants, assertions). 

8 The notation AG means “for every state.” A technical note by Lewis provides more details on the 
CTL notation and claims [Comella-Dorda 01]. 
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to-one mapping of statements. The richness and ambiguities of natural language, in contrast 
to the precision and constraints of a formal style, often make the translation difficult and error 
prone. Consequently, the translation process should also involve domain experts and others 
who helped to develop the expected property statements. Their involvement can be either in 
direct support of the process or as active reviewers. In an active reviewer role, these individu-
als interact with software engineers to establish a shared interpretation of the formal state-
ments, one where all parties agree on the consistency of the intent between the natural lan-
guage statements and their formal expression(s). This collective involvement will help to 
ensure that subtle differences between the languages do not result in formal statements that 
misrepresent the expected property statement.  

Figure 7: Expected Property Transformations 

The language for stating expected properties is dependent upon the particular automated 
model checker that is used in the analysis. Most state machine model checkers use temporal 
logic statements. While temporal logic itself is not difficult to understand, temporal logic ex-
pressions can be arcane. Working with them requires a sound understanding of the idiosyn-
crasies of the particular temporal logic representation. For example in the SMV, a property 
that any request for service will result in that request eventually being acknowledged can be 
expressed as 

AG(request-> AF acknowledged)9 

The most direct path is to develop formal claims from the sources used to generate expected 
properties (e.g., a system description, requirements document). In this case software engi-
neers, expert in the relevant formal language (e.g., Computation Tree Logic (CTL) or Linear 
Temporal Logic (LTL)), often in cooperation with domain experts, formulate the claims. This 
approach can work well if the software engineer generating the claims is also an expert in the 
domain. As is the case with the other paths, it is important that a variety of individuals be in-

                                                 
9  The symbol  AF is a statement that eventually a state (in this case one where acknowledge is true) 

will occur. It is either true or not true for a system. 
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volved either directly or as reviewers of the natural language statements and their formal rep-
resentations. This involvement will to help to ensure the correctness of the claims. 

3.4.2 Conduct Analysis 

Model checking is the principal technique used in conducting an analysis. Figure 8 shows the 
model checking process where an essential model of a system is “checked” against the ex-
pected properties. Model checking approaches include a variety of techniques and tools that 
require an essential model to be expressed as a finite state machine. A model checker “ex-
plores” a model’s state space to determine the validity of expected properties (expressed as 
formal claims) relative to the model. The output of a successful run of a model checker is 
either a confirmation of the validity of each expected property or a statement that the property 
is not valid for the model. In most cases where the model checker finds the property not 
valid, a counterexample is provided. Counterexamples show a sequence of steps that negates 
the expected property.  

A model checker can readily generate a counterexample for a statement that declares that some-
thing is always true. For example, consider the statement: “The error detection routine is always 
active.” If this were determined to be not valid for a model, a counterexample would show a 
sequence of states ending where the error detection routine is inactive. In contrast, consider a 
statement that: “It is possible to get to a state where the alarm is sounding.” If this is found to be 
not valid for a model, a useful counterexample is not produced since a counterexample would 
require a listing of all paths showing that the alarm is not sounding on any of them. 
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Figure 8: Model Checking  
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3.4.3 Interpret Results 

Obtaining a confirmation or a counterexample from a model checking tool is not the end of 
the process. It is necessary to interpret the results and assess their impact. Interpreting the 
results can be as difficult as creating the models or the expected properties. A number of fac-
tors must be considered before deciding upon the actions to be taken in response to the re-
sults. These considerations are important both when a property is found to be valid and when 
a property is found to be not valid. 

If a model checker confirms a claim, the claim is provably correct for the model. However, 
this outcome does not assure the correctness or completeness of the system that the model 
represents and the claims should be confirmed as correct. The claims themselves must be 
verified for correctness and the model must be verified as an accurate representation of the 
system. Consequently, the confirmation of the validity of an expected property (claim) can 
only build confidence in the system. It does not prove that the system or the resulting soft-
ware possesses that property. Since Model-Based Verification is aimed at identifying defects, 
positive results from a model checker should be used to bolster confidence much as one 
would use testing results (i.e., to show the presence of defects not their absence [Dijkstra 
69]). 

When a claim is found not valid and a counterexample is generated, a detailed review of the 
counterexample can provide insight into a potential design defect and help to identify the 
specific aspect of a design that should be corrected. But to fully understand the import of a 
claim that is found to be not valid, whether or not a counterexample is generated, it should be 
assessed by considering the following:  

• Is the claim stated correctly? 

• Does it accurately express a valid expected property?  

• Does the model correctly reflect the behavior of the system as specified? 

• Does the interpretation of the counterexample reflect a potential defect in the system? 

Addressing these questions can help to determine whether there are defects in the system or 
design, errors in the models, or errors in the claims. An effective approach in considering 
these questions and distinguishing among the possibilities is to first establish confidence in 
the correctness of the basic model before probing the correctness of the system. This can be 
accomplished by generating fundamental claims corresponding to key elements to ensure that 
the model accurately represents the basic behaviors of the system. These first few claims of-
ten reveal mistakes made in building the model rather than flaws in the system. They help to 
provide confidence in the integrity of the model and its validity as a representation of the sys-
tem. As greater confidence is gained in the model, more probing claims, aimed at better un-
derstanding of the system and uncovering defects in it, can be explored. 
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Sometimes a check of the model cannot be completed. This often results from the model 
checkers’ inability to handle an excessively large state space. This is known as the state ex-
plosion problem, which can occur because the number of states grows very quickly as the 
complexity of a model increases. For example, even a relatively simple system consisting of 
four state machines or concurrent processes, each with three state variables, each having five 
values, results in a total state space of approximately 250 million states.  

There are a number of heuristics that can help model developers eliminate or reduce the state 
explosion problem. They are summarized below. For more details refer to the technical note 
by Lewis [Lewis 01]. 

• Abstraction: Make the model’s state space smaller by abstracting it to a higher level. The 
challenge here is making sure that the abstraction correctly models the behavior of the 
system it is modeling.  

• Decomposition: Break big problems into small problems, and then localize the verifica-
tion of each subproblem to a small part of the overall model [Clarke 89, McMillan 99b]. 
In decomposition, different parts of the model are reasoned about separately, but the 
separate results are used to deduce properties of the entire system. 

• Tool Idiosyncrasies: Use idiosyncratic characteristics of a tool to reduce the amount of 
memory or execution time. For example, in SMV this can sometimes be achieved by re-
ordering the variables in a model.  

Interpretation activates may prompt a number of different actions. For example, it may be 
that the interpretation reveals a potential defect. When a potential defect is discovered, it is 
recorded in a defect log. Alternatively, as a result of the interpretation of the results it may be 
necessary to revise the model or the claims and repeat the analysis. 

3.5 Document 

The document activity encompasses the efforts involved in logging and analyzing defect data. 
These include recording the defects and corroborating data that are identified in the artifact 
being reviewed and integrating these data into the larger data set associated with the overall 
verification process. This is an activity that pervades all aspects of Model-Based Verification. 
Defects are recorded throughout all phases of the practice. During the building and extending 
of models, defects in the artifact are uncovered and recorded. Throughout analysis activities, 
the identified defects and related information from counterexamples are included in the set of 
defect logs for the system. 

No specific procedure or format for recording defects is required for the Model-Based Verifi-
cation paradigm. A general format or one unique to an organization can be employed. What is 
critical is that complete and accurate data are captured and integrated into the overall verifi-
cation process for the project and the larger organization. 
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The remaining parts of this section discuss the specific aspects of one approach to document-
ing defects and introduce additional data capture logs. Collectively, these data and associated 
practices enable the efficient application of MBV and provide a basis for process improve-
ment. 

3.5.1 Logs 

There are four logs that are useful to maintain as part of Model-Based Verification practices. 
These are the defect log, activity log, observation log, and project log. Each engineer in-
volved with a Model-Based Verification effort should maintain individual versions of the first 
three of these logs. There is one project log that summarizes the entire effort. At a minimum, 
some form of defect recording must be done. 

3.5.2 Defect Logs 

Individual engineers maintain a log detailing the defects (errors) found in the documents be-
ing reviewed and a comprehensive listing of these defects may also be recorded. These defect 
logs are itemized compilations of the defects found in the system artifacts being reviewed.10 
This may be organized as a chronological record of defects uncovered or other organizational 
structures can be used. No special form is needed. The defect log can be based upon what is 
already in use within the organization. Specific data included in defect logs may vary.  

3.5.3 Activity Logs 

The activity log is the place for recording the activities performed and the time spent on an 
activity (e.g., building models or generating expected properties). Generally this log is main-
tained as a chronological record of an individual’s activities on the project. An entry in this 
log might consist of the nature of the activity and the start and stop times. Possible activities 
to track include: system familiarization, learning the modeling approach, discussions with 
domain experts, creating and revising models, creating and revising claims, analyzing and 
interpreting the results, overhead, and meetings. The procedures and templates for this activ-
ity can be based upon Personal Software ProcessSM approaches [Humphrey, 1995] or may be 
customized for an organization. Activity logs can be used by an organization to help assess 
the costs and benefits associated with using MBV. 

3.5.4 Observation Logs 

It is useful, especially during a first implementation of model-based engineering practices, to 
have each engineer record his or her observations regarding both the processes and technolo-

                                                 
10  It is not necessary to keep a list of errors made during the model-based analysis, although such 

tracking can lead to improvements in the analysis process. 
SM Personal Software Process is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon University. 
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gies associated with MBV practices. These observations may include engineering decisions, 
rationale, difficulties encountered, insights, and errors made while doing Model-Based Veri-
fication. These can be captured in an engineering observation log. The information captured 
in this repository can be used to identify lessons learned, construct customized organizational 
implementation guidelines, facilitate transition of the practices into other projects within an 
organization, and enable improvement of the MBV engineering processes for an organization.  

An observation log may contain the following elements:  

• observation statement – a description of any insights, anomalies, issues, etc., that the en-
gineer has observed in this particular activity 

• date – date of the observation 

• activity – the activity that the engineer was engaged in when making the observation 

• type – part of the specification or model to which the observation is related.  

• comments – recommendations, solutions, and insights relevant to the observation 

3.5.5 Project Logs 

There is one project log that should be developed for each Model-Based Verification effort. 
This summarizes the context of the investigations and the broader factors and influences on 
the effort. This log can be one element in an organization’s process improvement efforts. It 
generally consists of three distinct parts:  

1. a description of the salient characteristics of the artifact under review. Useful informa-
tion in this description includes the size of the artifact(s) being modeled, a measure of 
the density of information per page, and the development methodology used. 

2. a summary of the software development process that was used by the original system de-
signers. The summary of the development process may include minutes from all of the 
team and joint meetings held. This data can help to track the decision making process. 

3. a summary of major results and comments gleaned from the logs kept by the individual 
participants 
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Appendix: MBV Artifacts 

This appendix summarizes the artifacts involved in Model-Based Verification. Figure 9 pre-
sents these artifacts and their relationship to Model-Based Verification activities. These are 
grouped into two categories: 

• Input – These consist of the specification that is being reviewed and materials that are 
used as reference or guidance in conducting the activity. Input artifacts are white shad-
owed rectangles in Figure 9. 

• Output – These are the artifacts that are created during one or more of the MBV activi-
ties. Some outputs generated in one activity are used as inputs to other activities. Output 
artifacts are shown as gray three-dimensional boxes in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: The Artifacts of Model-Based Verification Practices 
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Input Artifacts 

The input artifacts involved in Model-Based Verification consist of artifacts that are to be 
reviewed, guidelines, and other documents that facilitate the MBV process.  

• Specification(s) for Review 

• Scope, Formalism, and Perspective Guidelines 

• Model-Building Guidelines  

• Expected Properties Guidelines 

• Claims Guidelines 

• Analysis Guidelines 

• Domain Knowledge Repository 

Except for the specification for review, the input artifacts provide guidance or support for the 
various MBV activities, as shown in Figure 10. Each of these artifacts is discussed in more 
detail in this section.  
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Specification
For Review
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Figure 10: MBV Input Artifacts  

Specification for Review 

The specification for review is the artifact that is to be reviewed using Model-Based Verifica-
tion techniques. It may also include associated supporting documentation. For example, a 
software requirements specification may reference an interface control document for a de-
tailed description of a data item. In this case the referenced interface control document is 
needed to understand and analyze the specification.  

The specification for review may be a document or other record from any phase of the soft-
ware development or maintenance lifecycle. For example the artifact may be a 

• software requirements specification 

• functional specification 
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• architectural design specification 

• detailed design specification 

• piece of source code 
 

Scope, Formalism, and Perspective Guidelines 

These documents guide practitioners during the project-level activities of Model-Based Veri-
fication. Project-level activities involve identifying and capturing the critical (important or 
risky) aspects of the system and its development, including both programmatic and technical 
issues. These activities result in the statement of scope, formalism, and perspective that fo-
cuses the efforts of engineers in building and analyzing models. Guidelines for developing 
the statement of scope, formalism, and perspective are presented by Gluch [Gluch 01]. 

Model-Building Guidelines  

Model-Building Guidelines help software engineers in the modeling activity. They address 
the use of abstraction techniques in developing essential models of the system, providing 
guidance to engineers in the creation of accurate and readily analyzable representations of the 
system. A preliminary version of these guidelines is presented by Hudak [Hudak 02]. 

Expected Properties Guidelines 

These guidelines facilitate the generation of expected properties in the context of Model-
Based Verification. Expected properties are natural language statements that express charac-
teristics of the behavior of a system. They are used as the basis for formal queries (claims) 
into the models of the system. These guidelines are presented by Gluch [Gluch 02]. 

Claims Guidelines 

These guidelines facilitate the claim generation processes by relying on a template-based ap-
proach for expressing expected properties in a formal language. They include a set of tem-
plates for formalizing the most frequent expected properties found in system specifications. 
These guidelines are presented by Comella-Dorda [Comella-Dorda 01]. 

Analysis Guidelines 

These guidelines provide support and guidance to an engineer during the analysis activity, 
including the interpretation of results produced by model checking tools. They address the 
problems related to interpreting results and provide strategies to overcome state explosion, to 
analyze results, and to provide feedback to system designers and developers. These guide-
lines are presented by Lewis [Lewis 01]. 
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Domain Knowledge Repository 

The domain knowledge repository encompasses documentation that supplements the artifact 
under review. These materials provide extra information about the application domain and the 
system being analyzed. They can be especially helpful to engineers who have not worked in 
the domain before. This collection may include artifacts that are developed by engineers to 
gain understanding and insight into the system, such as a glossary of key terms and acro-
nyms. The target audience for the repository need not be limited to these people, however. 
Documentation and information that may comprise this collection include 

• a list of common acronyms used and their definition 

• a system context diagram with detailed descriptions of external components and inter-
faces  

• information about how the system is to be used or the expected user environment (e.g., 
user manuals, operations manuals, maintenance manuals) 

• explanations for assumptions made about the system and its operating environment 

• a list of relevant standards that apply to the system 

• interface control documents or related design information 
 

Output Artifacts 

Output artifacts are those that are produced during the MBV process. These include artifacts 
that are produced for use in other processes outside of MBV and those that are produced for 
use and modification during MBV activities. The output artifacts include 

• statement of scope, formalism, and perspective 

• models (essential models and their formal representations required for model checking)  

• expected properties 

• claims 

• analysis results 

• defect logs 

These artifacts are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Output Artifacts of Model-Based Verification Practices 
 

Statement of Scope, Formalism, and Perspective  

The focus of Model-Based Verification is defined early in the process by developing the 
statement of scope, formalism, and perspective. This document is a project-level document 
that guides MBV activities. It is usually modified as a result of the iterative nature of the ac-
tivity. In particular, the statement of perspective usually evolves as modeling and analysis are 
performed. The scope and formalism statements are generally more stable since they relate to 
global process and system issues.  

Scope 

The Description subsection identifies the system or subsystems that will be modeled. The 
Rationale subsection is a short paragraph of why this area is being explored and the reasons 
for building the model. 

Formalism 

This section defines the approaches that will be used to model the system, often summarizes 
how and to what portion of the system each of the tools might be applied, and sometimes 
suggests other approaches that may be used. The section may also identify specific tech-
niques, tools, notations, and configuration management issues. 
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Perspective 

The statement of perspective contains four subsections: general description, specific guide-
lines, issues requiring special consideration, and system attributes explicitly ignored. 

The General Description subsection describes the specific focus of the model building and 
analysis efforts and includes 

1. properties to investigate (e.g., tolerance to a specific set of faults, state completeness, 
message protocol completeness) 

2. subsystems involved as they relate to the scope that is established for the analysis effort 
(e.g., fire-control computer and interfaces to radar, rockets, or weapon subsystem)  

3. operational modes or operational profiles (scenarios) (e.g., automatic acquisition and 
targeting, making a specific variation of a chemical product) 

The Specific Guidelines subsection contains statements about critical aspects and issues. 
These statements should identify specific considerations and provide guidance for investigat-
ing them. They can also be seen as precursors to, or explicit statements of, expected proper-
ties. These statements may include some or all of the following: 

1. initial conditions/assumptions about external entities 

2. operational sequences or modes of operation 

3. outputs and associated attributes (persistent, transient, periodic, etc.) 

4. validation of ‘normal’ modes of operation (what is the intended operation) 

5. specific abnormal operations and behavior (certain abnormal conditions should be han-
dled in a specific way) 

6. timing issues (e.g., synchronization, deadlock, livelock) 

7. protocol/algorithmic validation (when checking protocols or algorithms, what issues are 
important) 

The Issues Requiring Special Consideration subsection is a short descriptive paragraph of 
each issue that is of special concern and should be explored with greater attention. This 
should include an explanation of the rationale for highlighting this issue (i.e., why this area is 
being explored, what are the reasons for building the model). 

The System Attributes Explicitly Ignored subsection states any issues that need not be ad-
dressed and the rationale for excluding these. 
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Sample Statement of Scope, Formalism, and Perspective 

A sample statement of scope, formalism, and perspective is shown in Figure 12. 

1. Scope 

1.1. Description 

The Model-Based Verification activities should focus on the pilotless aircraft’s flight control 
computer system, the communications network that connects the sensors, flight control com-
puter, and the actuators. 

1.2. Rationale 

These systems are part of the flight and safety critical elements of the aircraft. 

1. Formalism 

State machine modeling and the SMV approach will be used; SPIN may also be used for the 
analysis of the communications protocol. 

Other approaches and tools may be applied as needed. These will be assessed based upon the 
results of the analysis effort. Changes will be made as appropriate through the normal project 
tracking and planning processes. 

3. Perspective 

3.1. General Description 

The focus of the modeling should be on the redundancy management aspects of the system 
and associated fault responses. The total set of operational modes and all possible fault sce-
narios should be considered for the key subsystems identified in the scope.  

3.2. Specific Guidelines 
− Consider only the basic processing states of each of the redundant components.  
− Consider normal and fault responses of the fault detection system. 
− Consider consistency of outputs sent to the fault detection system.  
− Explore the fault response logic in the fault detection system.  
− Address the impact of potential error states identified by the checker. 

3.3. Issues Requiring Special Consideration 

The synchronization strategy is not explicitly defined in the specification. The implications of 
this should be explored in detail. 

3.4. System Attributes Explicitly Ignored 

The algorithms used by the flight data processing units are explicitly ignored. They are being 
analyzed by another verification team. 

Figure 12: Sample Statement of Scope, Formalism, and Perspective 
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Essential Models 

Essential models are the outcomes of the Build activity. They are abstracted representations 
whose focus (view of the system) is defined by the perspective section of the statement of 
scope, formalism, and perspective. The type of models and the portions of the system that 
they model are defined by the formalism and scope sections. In general, an essential model is 
a semi-formal to formal model of the system that is expressed in one of the established and 
generally commercially supported software engineering modeling approaches. For example, 
if a state machine formalism is used, essential models of a system may be represented in 
statecharts supported by Statemate Magnum [Harel 87, I-Logix]. While a variety of ap-
proaches can be used in Model-Based Verification, state machine models have been the prin-
cipal type used during the emergence of model checking practices. 

Formal Models 

Currently there is limited tool support for automated model checking. Most of the tools for 
software model checking [e.g., the SMV] are research tools that support formal modeling 
forms that are unique to the tool. Consequently it is necessary to convert models expressed in 
commercially supported forms into a formal model that can be readily analyzed by an auto-
mated model checking tool. One exception is the I-Logix Statemate Magnum product [I-
Logix]. This tool includes the capability to model check statechart models. 

Expected Properties  

Model-Based Verification of a system involves analyzing a model of the system for a specific 
set of properties. It is therefore necessary to identify and create a list of behaviors and behav-
ioral characteristics for the system expected properties. These include aspects of behavior 

that both should and should not be exhibited for the system. For example, an elevator control 
system should always open the passenger doors when a desired floor is reached, and should 
never allow the cab to move while the doors remain open. Expected properties are expressed 
in plain, natural language and are converted into more formal expressions later in the process. 
These formal expressions—claims—are used in the automated model checking of the system. 

Claims 

Claims are the formal expressions of expected properties. These are generated by translating 
the natural language statements into the formal notation required by a model checking tool. In 
some cases they can be formulated directly rather than translated from natural language 
statements. For many of the specific model checking tools claims are expressed as temporal 
logic formulae For example, the SMV requires that claims be expressed in computation tree 
logic (CTL). 
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Analysis Results  

The result of analysis activities is documentation that includes the raw output of automated 
model checking tools, the assessment of that output, and in some cases guidance for correct-
ing defects. Model checking tools generate output that confirms the validity of expected 
properties (claims) for the model and in many cases identifies counterexamples of properties 
that are not confirmed. The counterexamples often require a detailed interpretation to under-
stand the sequence of events that demonstrate the violation of a claim. A detailed review of a 
counterexample can provide insight into a potential design defect. This insight can also sug-
gest the specific aspect of a design that should be corrected in order to prevent the anomalous 
behavior identified by the counterexample. 

Defect Logs 

Defect logs are itemized compilations of the defects (errors) found in the artifacts being re-
viewed.11 This defect-capturing process is part of the document activity. The defects identi-
fied in the building and analyzing of essential models are interpreted as being potential de-
fects in the artifact and the system that it describes. By analyzing the data in the defect log, 
the organization can improve its use of MBV as well as demonstrate its return on investment. 

Specific data included in defect logs may vary. However, recommended items are 

• unique defect ID or identifier 

• date the defect was found  

• activity that uncovered the defect 

• specification and where in that specification the defect was found  

• comments about the defect and/or a description of the defect 

• classification of the type of defect found  

• analysis of what caused the defect 

• estimations and actuals of time/effort required to fix the defect 

• phase of injection or origin of the defect 

• level of certainty that the reported defect is in fact an error 

• level of importance that the defect be removed (How critical is it?) 

 

                                                 
11  It is not necessary to keep a list of errors made during the model-based analysis, although such 

tracking can lead to improvements in the analysis process. 
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